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Project Name

Project Location and Limits

Contact

Brief Description of Project 

Project Impetus 

Project Goals

Estimated Cost of Project (if known)

Funding Sources (if known)

Describe project context, including adjacent land uses, neighborhood character, and existing transportation system

Classi cation of a ected street(s)

PROJECT INFO

CONSISTENCY WITH COMPLETE STREETS POLICY & GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Appendix A

APPENDIX A: PROJECT REQUEST FORM
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Describe how proposed project supports Guiding Principles for Complete Streets. 

See page 16 of this Manual for descriptions of each principle.

Safety and slow vehicle speeds

Connectivity

Human health

Livability

Context

Equity

Aesthetics

Economic development

Environment

Appendix A


	PROJECT INFO: 
	Project Name: Sherman Avenue Two-Way Protected Cycle Track
	Project Location and Limits: Sherman Avenue from Legion Ave to Bassett St
	Contact: 
	Brief Description of Project: A two-way protected cycle track is requested along the west side of Sherman Avenue from Legion Avenue to Bassett Street in order to calm traffic and improve roadway safety, encourage higher adjacent land-uses, and facilitate cross-town travel by bicycle between eight neighborhoods.
	Project Impetus: In addition to there being a growing population of cyclists in the City, Sherman Avenue is a prominent thoroughfare connecting schools, parks, neighborhoods, and commercial corridors that is also overly-wide and underused. The existing painted bike lanes on portions of Sherman Avenue do not do enough to ensure the safety of users.
	Project Goals: To create a protected two-way cycle track along Sherman Avenue in order to improve safety along the corridor, increase biking as an alternative transportation mode in the area, encourage lawful use of the street by all road users, and promote investment in the adjacent neighborhoods. 
	Estimated Cost of Project if known: $600,000
	Funding Sources if known: State of Connecticut's Community Connectivity Program
	Describe project context including adjacent land uses neighborhood character and existing transportation system: Sherman Avenue is classified as a minor arterial by ConnDOT and a major road by the City. Named for a Union Army war hero, Avenue is an important thoroughfare that connects six neighborhoods from Route 34 to Hamden. At the northern edge of the Hill neighborhood, Sherman Ave begins at the intersection of Winthrop at Legion Avenues as a four lane roadway and serves as a feeder to Route 34, which is currently populated with surface parking lots and vacant parcels. As the street enters West River and Edgewood, it reduces to one lane in each direction with on-street parking buffered by painted bike lanes with land-uses ranging from institutional, medical, and medium-density residential. Sherman Ave passes by one of the city's largest high schools, Hillhouse, and several city playgrounds and parks in the Dixwell and Newhallville neighborhoods where one lane of parking and the bike lanes disappear and the Avenue title changes to Parkway. As the roadway approaches Hamden and becomes Bowen Street, it narrows  - this is the oldest portion of the road, which was formerly known as Fruit Street.
	Classification of affected streets: Minor arterial, major road
	Describe how proposed project supports Guiding Principles for Complete Streets See page 16 of this Manual for descriptions of each principle: 
	Safety and slow vehicle speeds: Creating a two-way cycle track along Sherman Avenue would require narrowing and reducing the number of travel lanes, thus resulting in lower travel speeds without necessarily reducing roadway carrying capacity. The crossing distance can be shortened at intersections if curb bump-outs are also designed in parking lanes areas of intersections.
	Connectivity: Cycling infrastructure along Sherman Avenue would cross many existing and planned bike routes in the City, including the Goffe Street sharrows, Edgewood Avenue cycle track and the MLK Boulevard cycle track. Sherman Ave also gives access to several schools, including Troup, Amistad High School, King-Robinson, and Hillhouse. Yale-New Haven's Hospital's St. Raphael campus is also along the route, which passes through the Hill, West River, Edgewood, Beaver Hills, Dixwell, Newhallville, and Highwood neighborhoods of Hamden and New Haven.
	Human health: Providing a protected cycle track would facilitate not only recreational biking but biking as a viable alternative to driving for commuting, shopping, and errands, thus improving the health of cycle track users through increased physical activity. Increased safety would also result in fewer accidents, and lower travel speeds and less driving may reduce car emissions for the surrounding neighborhoods.
	Livability: A cycle track along Sherman Avenue that narrows travel lanes and encourages alternative modes of transportation will help make the street safer and easier to cross for pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists, thereby helping to encourage community cohesion, use by residents and passersby, and encourage children to not depend on parents to transport them around to destinations.
	Context: Sherman Avenue is named after Union Army hero William Sherman, and serves as a crosstown thoroughfare through eight neighborhoods, a major city park (Beaver Ponds Park) and recreational park (DeGale Field), several schools, and a hospital. Adjacent neighborhoods to Sherman Avenue are medium-density residences with many children that would benefit from dedicated and protected cycling infrastructure.
	Equity: Protected cycling infrastructure separates cyclists from motorists - making it safer for children, the elderly, and inexperienced riders to use. Specifically, Sherman Avenue traverses several low-to-medium income neighborhoods passing by important recreational, health, commercial, employment, and public facilities.
	Aesthetics: Properly designed cycle tracks with painted lanes, delineator tubes, and textured intersection crossings often improve the aesthetics of a roadway by reducing the appearance of asphalt, adding color, and texture to the street, and by getting more people out of their cars and onto bikes and walking around contributing to the life of the street.
	Economic development: A cycle track along Sherman Avenue that feeds into a growing network of cycling infrastructure may aid in the development of the Route 34 West corridor by reducing the need to provide ample parking in the new developments. Bike lanes have also been shown to raise adjacent property values which would benefit many of the property owners of aging buildings along Sherman Avenue.
	Environment: A protected two-way cycle track along Sherman Avenue would provide nearby residents with a viable alternative transportation option to driving by connecting eight neighborhoods and connecting to existing and proposed cycling infrastructure, thus potentially reducing the number and amount that residents and other users would need to drive.


